
Tuffy North Clermont – A Case Study 
Auto Repair Compare (ARC), one of our integration partners who help us to deliver quality automotive websites, 

recently provided us with some statistics that only they were in a position to collect. Our analytics collect 

website data, but this does not extend beyond the confines of the web. ARC is able to track all the way to the 

completion of a sale due to the nature of their tool.  

The ARC Quick Quoter is a web integration that allows website visitors to get an instant auto repair quote with 

accurate pricing, and then allows the customer to book that repair with the auto shop. ARC provides the tool to 

any website platform that is capable of integrating their tool.  

We took over a website from a competitor that was using the ARC Quick Quoter integration at the beginning of 

November 2018. With the help of the ARC team, we were able to see before and after statistics on the 

effectiveness of the ARC Quick Quoter in our web platform compared to PISTN, one of our competitors. 

Over the course of ten months, January 2018 – October 2018, the ARC Quick Quoter produced 30 sales and 

$6131.42 in revenue on the old web platform. On November 1, 2018, Tuffy North Clermont switched to the 

Third Hatch platform. For the three months following the switch, November 2018 – January 2019, the ARC Quick 

Quoter produced 49 sales and $11,923.91 in revenue. 

Indirect Comparison – PISTN (10 months) vs. Third Hatch (3 months) 

Provider PISTN THIRD HATCH 

Total Unique Users (by IP Address) 58 109 

Avg Unique User Per Month 5.8 36.3 

Total Jobs 30 49 

Avg Jobs Per Month 3 16.3 

Total Sales $6,131.42 $11,923.91 

Avg Total Monthly Sales $613.14 $3,974.64 

Avg Ticket $204.38 $243.35 
 

The results are astounding. This isn’t even an apples-to-apples comparison since the old web platform had ten 

months of measurement and Third Hatch only had three months of measurement. The numbers start to get very 

interesting once we adjust them using our three months averages and project sales over the course of ten 

months, so we can do a better direct comparison with the old web platform. 

Adjusted Comparison – PISTN (10 months) vs. Third Hatch (10 months) 

Provider PISTN THIRD HATCH 

Total Unique Users (Adjusted) 58 363.3 

Avg Unique User Per Month 5.8 36.3 

Total Jobs (Adjusted) 30 163.3 

Avg Jobs Per Month 3 16.3 

Total Sales (Adjusted) $6,131.42 $39,746.37 

Avg Total Monthly Sales $613.14 $3,974.64 

Avg Ticket $204.38 $243.35 



With the adjusted comparison you can start to see how much of a difference the web platform can make. To be 

clear, there was no marketing push to expand the usage of the ARC Quick Quoter during any of the periods 

measured. The numbers are entirely a result of better website optimization for local search engine results, a 

better mobile browsing experience, and a clear and easy-to-use website layout. 

More Visibility 
The change in web platform has resulted in over a 526% increase in unique users for Tuffy North Clermont, from 

an average of 5.8 unique users of the ARC Quick Quoter to an average of 36.6 unique users. 

 

More Productivity 
More productivity means an increase of over 444% of booked and completed jobs as a result of the ARC Quick 

Quoter since the change to Third Hatch. The monthly average increased from three jobs per month to just over 

sixteen jobs per month since the change. 
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More Money 
The other major change Tuffy North Clermont experienced was more money. Not only did the average ticket 

increase by 19%, but the average monthly sales increased by over 548% or $3361.50. When you project the 

difference over the course of ten months, this is an increase of over $33,500. 

 

With their change to the Third Hatch web platform, Tuffy North Clermont experienced enormous increases in 

their monthly quotes, bookings, and sales. All of these results were achieved without any specific marketing 

push or increase in advertising spend. They were a direct result of a better working website.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Third Hatch provides web development and hosting services to select vertical 
markets. Since 2003, Third Hatch has focused on Partnership, Innovation, and 
High-Quality products and services. If you want better results from your 
automotive website, or you are in need of an automotive website, please 
contact us at: (206) 453-2900 or find us on the web at: 
https://www.thirdhatchweb.com/tuffyauto. 
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